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Abstract 

The multi-body dynamics simulation was carried out in ADAMS. The wire rope model 
was established by using the macro command of ADAMS. The flexible steel wire rope was 
simulated by the bushing force connection, and the single-side steel wire rope and the 
double-side steel wire rope were respectively compared with the original mechanism. 
The results show that The optimization effect of the single-sided rope is low, and the 
optimization effect of the double-sided rope is obvious, which verifies the effectiveness 
of the method. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, wire rope friction drives have been widely used in various transmission systems due 

to their simplicity, efficiency and high precision. The wire rope is a large deformation winding 

component, which is often discretized into a plurality of rigid small cylinders and connected by 

bushing forces to simulate a flexible wire rope. At present, there are many methods for modeling and 

simulating wire ropes, and the macro command modeling method is more suitable for such complex, 

repetitive, and large-scale modeling. Therefore, this paper mainly uses ADAMS macro program to 

model the wire rope, and carry out dynamic simulation and optimization analysis.  

2. ADAMS macro program and modeling method 

2.1 Introduction to ADAMS macro program 

Macro is a set of commands that can complete a series of commands in ADAMS/View. Designers 

can write macros according to macro command format. ADAMS/View processing macros can be like 

other commands; designers can use commands. Macros are executed in the window, and other macros 

can be used in the macro or macros can be called under their own custom menus, dialog windows, 

and buttons. Parameters can be used in macros, which helps designers to add data each time a macro 

command is called, and the macro can be automatically replaced when it is executed. Using the macro 

program can complete the following functions [1]: 

Develop and extend the basic functionality of ADAMS/View; 

Automate repetitive operations (editing models, adding constraints, etc.); 

Quickly build multiple variables of a model; 

The entire model is automatically generated. 

2.2 Wire rope macro command modeling process 

The wire rope modeling method in ADAMS is that a plurality of small cylinders are sequentially 
arranged, and adjacent cylinders are connected by bushing force. The mechanical properties of the 
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wire rope are simulated by setting the stiffness and damping coefficient of the three directions of the 

bushing forces x, y, and z. Only the reasonable determination of the stiffness and damping coefficient 

of the bushing force can simulate the mechanical properties of real wire rope stretching, shearing, 
torsion and bending. According to the material mechanics and related literature [2] [3], the stiffness 

coefficients such as tensile, shear, torsion and bending of steel wire rope are determined by equation 

(1). 
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                                  (1) 

In the formula: K11 is the tensile stiffness coefficient, K22 and K33 are the shear stiffness coefficients, 

K44 is the torsional stiffness coefficient, K55 and K66 are the bending stiffness coefficients, and E 

and G are the elastic modulus and shear modulus of the wire rope, respectively. I is the moment of 

inertia of the wire rope, and d, L, and A are the diameter, length, and cross-sectional area of the wire 

rope, respectively. 

The damping coefficient in steel wire rope is the result of various factors such as structural damping, 

material damping and contact damping. The damping coefficient is difficult to solve. At present, the 

tensile damping coefficient is set as the default value according to experience, and the torsional 

damping coefficient is taken according to the situation. The value between 10. 

In the process of modeling the wire rope, it is necessary to determine a plurality of parameters, such 

as the number of segments of the cylinder, the coordinates of the starting and ending positions of the 

wire rope, the position and direction of the cylinder in space, the position and direction of the bushing 

force in space, and the bushing. The stiffness coefficient and damping coefficient of the force. These 

parameters are an important part of the wire rope modeling macro command, and these parameters 

are determined. The macro command of a wire rope model is generally written. To determine these 

parameters, it must be calculated according to the actual wire rope condition.  

2.2.1 Select rope length and small cylinder size 

According to the actual position of the bending axis and the lower pulley, draw a sketch, first 
according to the method of two separate ropes, fixed at both ends, and take the limit length: when the 

bending axis is at the maximum angle, the drawn rope and the lower pulley are fixed points except 

There are no other touch points. Two rope lengths are available. The macro command to create one 

of the ropes is shown below, and the second one can directly copy the first rope information. 

2.2.2 Macro command batch copy and move small cylinder 

New macro command: 

!!!!!!! 

defaults model model_name=.model 

variable create variable_name=ip integer_value=1 

while condition=(ip<45) 

!set part 

Part copy part=.g_1 new_part=(unique_name("g")) 

!set part 

variable modify variable_name=ip integer_value=(eval(ip+1)) 
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end! while 

variable delete variable_name=ip 

!!!! 

defaults model part_name=.g_1 

variable create variable_name=ip integer_value=1 

while condition=(ip<45) 

move object part_name=(eval(".g_"//(ip+1))) & 

c1=0 c2=1 c3=0 & 

cspart_name=(eval(".g_"//(ip))) 

variable modify variable_name=ip integer_value=(eval(ip+1)) 

end! while  

variable delete variable_name=ip 

Macro command batch copy and move small cylinder 

New macro command: 

!!!!! 

defaults model model_name=.model 

variable create variable_name=ip integer_value=1 

while condition=(ip<45) 

marker create marker_name=  & 

(eval(".g_"//ip//".MARKER_"//ip*2+490)) & 

adams_id=(eval(ip*2+490)) & 

 location=70,(eval(ip+49)),0.0 & 

 orientation=0d,0d,0d & 

marker create marker_name= & 

(eval(".g_"//ip+1//".MARKER_"//ip*2+496)) & 

adams_id=(eval(ip*2+496)) & 

 location=70,(eval(ip+49)),0.0 & 

 orientation=0d,0d,0d & 

force create element_like bushing & 

bushing_name=(eval(".bushing_"//ip)) adams_id=(eval(ip)) & 

i_marker_name=(eval(".g_"//ip//".MARKER_"//ip*2+490)) & 

j_marker_name=(eval(".g_"//ip+1//".MARKER_"//ip*2+496)) & 

 stiffness=(0.01(newton/mm)),(1(newton/mm)),(0.01(newton/mm)) & 

damping=(0.01(newton-sec/mm)),(1(newton-sec/mm)),(0.01(newton-sec/mm)) & 

tstiffness=(0.01(newton-mm/deg)),(1(newton-mm/deg)),(0.01(newton-mm/deg)) & 

tdamping=(0.01(newton-mm-sec/deg)),(1(newton-mm-sec/deg)),(0.01(newton-mm-sec/deg)) & 

comments="" 

mdi graphic_force object= & 

(eval(".BUSHING_"//ip)) type=1 

group modify group=SELECT_LIST object= & 

(eval(".BUSHING_"//ip)) 

variable modify variable_name=ip integer_value=(eval(ip+1)) 
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end!while 

variable delete variable_name=ip 

3. Simulation result analysis 

 

Figure 1. Single side rope - collision force 

 

Figure 2. Bilateral rope - collision force 

 

Figure 3. Single-sided rope - contact force at reset 

4. Conclusion 

From the above simulation results, it can be seen that the effect of the single-sided rope is not obvious, 

but when it is changed into a double-sided rope, the effect is more obvious. It shows that the rope 

drive has a certain effect. But its fluctuation is large. 
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